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1.1 The Role of Carbohydrates in Life Sciences Research

Despite their nearly complete neglect in databases and ‘traditional’ bioinformatics projects,
carbohydrates are the most abundant and structurally diverse biopolymers formed in nature.
Historically, the chemistry, biochemistry, and biology of carbohydrates were very prominent
areas of research over a long period of time during the beginning and the middle of the last
century. However, during the initial phase of the development of molecular biology, focusing
on DNA, RNA, and proteins, studies of carbohydrates lagged far behind. Among the main
reasons for this were the inherent structural complexity of carbohydrates, the difficulty in
easily determining their structure, the fact that their biosynthesis cannot be directly predicted
from the DNA template, and that no methods are available to amplify complex carbohydrate
sequences. The more recent development of a variety of new and highly sensitive analytical
tools for exploring the structures of oligosaccharides and for producing larger amounts
of pure complex carbohydrates has opened up a new frontier in molecular biology. The
term glycobiology, which was introduced in the late 1980s [1], reflects the coming together
of the traditional disciplines of carbohydrate chemistry and biochemistry, with modern
understanding of the cellular and molecular biology of complex carbohydrates, which
are often named glycans in this context. The more recently introduced term “glycomics”
[2] describes an integrated systems approach to study structure–function relationships of
complex carbohydrates – the glycome – produced by an organism such as human or mouse.
The glycome can be described as the glycan complement of the cell or tissue as expressed
by a genome at a certain time and location. It includes all types of glycoconjugates:
glycoproteins, proteoglycans, glycolipids, peptidoglycans, lipopolysaccharides, and so on.
The aim of glycomics projects is to create a cell-by-cell catalog of glycosyltransferase
(GT) expression and detected glycan structures using high-throughput techniques such as
DNA glycogene chips, glycan microarray screening and mass spectrometric (MS) glycan
profiling, combined with efficient bioinformatics tools.

Until recently, the role of complex carbohydrates to function as carriers and/or mediators
of biological information was a widely neglected and unexplored area in science. However,
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with the awareness that the human genome encodes for a significantly smaller number of
genes than was estimated from genomes of lower organisms such as yeast [3], it became
obvious that each gene can be used in a variety of different ways depending on how it
is regulated. Consequently, the study of post-translational protein modifications, which
can alter the functions of proteins, came increasingly into scientific focus. Since then,
with glycosylation being the most complex and most frequently occurring co- and post-
translational modification, glycobiology research has attracted increasing attention.

About 70% of all sequences deposited in the SWISS-PROT [4] protein sequence data-
bank include the potential N-glycosylation consensus sequence Asn–X–Ser/Thr (where
X can be any amino acid except proline) and thus may be glycoproteins. However, it is
well known that not all potential sites are actually glycosylated. Based on an analysis of
well-annotated and characterized glycoproteins in SWISS-PROT, it was concluded that
more than half of all proteins are glycosylated [5, 6]. However, this number should be re-
garded as a very crude estimation since this study was hampered by the paucity of reliable,
experimentally determined, and carefully assigned glycosylation sites.

The glycans are exposed on the surface of biomolecules and cells. They form flexible,
branched structures that can extend 30 Å or further into the solvent. With a molecular weight
of up to 3 kDa each, the oligosaccharide groups of mammalian glycoproteins frequently
make up a sizable proportion of the mass of a glycoprotein and can cover a large fraction
of its surface. The carbohydrate moiety of “proteins” may amount to a few percent of
the molecular weight, but can be as much as 90% in some cases. O-Linked mucin-type
glycoproteins are usually large (more than 200 kDa) with attached O-glycan chains at a high
density. As many as one in three amino acids may be glycosylated and 50–80% of the total
mass is due to carbohydrates [7]. An analysis of the available three-dimensional structures
of glycoproteins contained in the PDB [8] revealed that the glycan and the protein parts of
glycoproteins behave like semi-independent moieties. This behavior has several important
biological consequences:

� N-Glycans can be modified without appreciable effects on the protein. Every N-linked
glycan is subject to extensive modifications. This allows cells to fine-tune the biophys-
ical and biological properties of glycoproteins and to generate the microheterogeneity
[9] that is so characteristic of glycoproteins.

� The semi-independent nature of glycans also allows cell types and cells in different
stages of differentiation and transformation to imprint on their glycoprotein pool
their own specific biochemical characteristics, and thus give their exposed surface a
“corporate identity.”

� This “corporate identity” [10] exposed on their surface makes cells recognizable to
other cells in a multicellular environment. It allows self-recognition and provides a
central theme in development, differentiation, physiology, and disease.

1.2 Glycogenes, Glycoenzymes and Glycan Biosynthesis

The biosynthesis of carbohydrates attached to proteins or to lipids – called glycoconjugates –
is fundamentally different to the expression of proteins. Whereas the enzymes required
for the translation of the genetic information into a polypeptide chain in the ribosome
are always the same for all proteins and amino acids, the subsequent glycosylation is a
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non-template-driven process where dozens of different enzymes are involved in the synthe-
sis of the sugar chains attached to proteins or lipids. Depending on which of these enzymes
are expressed in the cell that synthesizes a glycoprotein, various different glycan chains
can be attached to the protein or lipid. Glycoproteins generally exist as populations of
glycosylated variants – called glycoforms – of a single polypeptide [11, 12]. Although the
same glycosylation machinery is available to all proteins in a given cell, most glycopro-
teins emerge with a characteristic glycosylation pattern and heterogeneous populations of
glycans at each glycosylation site.

Glucose and fructose are the major carbon and energy sources for organisms as diverse
as yeast and human beings (see, e.g., [7]: Monosaccharide Metabolism chapter). Organisms
can derive the other monosaccharides needed for glycoconjugate synthesis from these major
suppliers. It is important to appreciate that not all of the biosynthetic pathways are equally
active in all types of cells.

The biosynthesis of oligosaccharides is primarily determined by sequentially acting en-
zymes, the glycosyltransferases (GTs), which assemble monosaccharides into linear and
branched sugar chains. For this purpose, the monosaccharides must be either imported into
the cell or derived from other sugars within the cell. However, a common factor is that all
glycoconjugate syntheses require activated sugar nucleotide donors. It has long been known
that a nucleotide triphosphate such as uridine triphosphate (UTP) reacts with a glycosyl-
1-P to form a high-energy donor sugar nucleotide that can participate in glycoconjugate
synthesis. Once the sugar nucleotides have been synthesized in the cytosol (or, in the case
of CMP-Neu5Ac, in the cell nucleus), they are topologically translocated, since most gly-
cosylation occurs in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and Golgi apparatus. As the negative
charge of the sugar nucleotides prevents them from simply diffusing across membranes into
these compartments, eukaryotic cells have devised no-energy-requiring sugar nucleotide
transporters that deliver sugar nucleotides into the lumen of these organelles [7].

1.2.1 Biosynthetic Pathways

In eukaryotes, more than 10 biosynthetic pathways that link glycans to proteins and lipids
[13, 14] are known. The KEGG PATHWAY resource [15, 16] – a collection of pathway
maps representing current biochemical knowledge of the molecular interaction and reaction
networks – has encoded 18 pathways for the biosynthesis of complex carbohydrates and
their metabolism (see Figure 1.1), and 20 pathways for metabolism where carbohydrates are
involved. More than 200 enzymes are involved in the biosynthesis of carbohydrate structures
found on proteins and lipids. More than 30 different enzymes may participate directly in
the synthesis of a single glycan. One of the best-characterized pathways is the biosynthesis
of complex oligosaccharides that are subsequently attached to a protein through the side-
chain nitrogen atom of the amino acid aspagarine (Asn) to give glycoproteins [10, 17, 18]
(described in Section 8.1 in Chapter 8). Glycosylation of proteins occurs in all eukaryotes
and in many archaea but only exceptionally in bacteria.

O-Linked glycosylation, where carbohydrates are attached to serine (Ser) and threonine
(Thr), takes place post-translationally in the Golgi apparatus. The monosaccharides are
added one by one in a stepwise series of reactions (Figure 1.2). This is in contrast to the
N-linked glycosylation pathway where a preformed oligosaccharide is transferred en bloc
to Asn. A second important difference is that there are no known consensus sequence
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Figure 1.1 Illustration of the pathways for the biosynthesis of complex carbohydrates and their
metabolism encoded in KEGG PATHWAY [15, 16] available at: www.genome.jp/kegg/pathway/
map/map01170.html.
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Figure 1.2 Known biosynthesis pathways for carbohydrates attached to the oxygen atom of
the side chain of the amino acids serine or threonine as encoded in the KEGG PATHWAY re-
source [15, 16] (www.genome.jp/kegg/pathway/map/ map01170.html). An IUPAC like nomenclature
(see Chapter 3) is used to characterize the monosaccharides and linkages. The enzymes are given in
the square boxes by their corresponding Enzyme Commission (EC) numbers, which are based on the
recommendations of the Nomenclature Committee of the International Union of Biochemistry and
Molecular Biology (IUBMB).

motifs that define an O-linked glycosylation site analogous to the Asn–X–Ser/Thr motif
for N-linked glycosylation.

1.2.2 The Role of Bioinformatics in Identifying Glyco-related Genes

The enzymes required for the biosynthesis of complex carbohydrates can be classified
into those needed for the conversion of monosaccharide building blocks to activated sugar
nucleotides and their transport within the cell, and those which are used to build (glyco-
syltransferases) and remodel (glycosidases) glycoconjugates [19]. Many, but not all, of the
latter enzymes are found within the ER–Golgi pathway for export of newly synthesized
glycoconjugates.

The first mammalian GT gene was reported in 1986 [20]. The progress in identifying
new GT genes at that time was slow because they had to be cloned by identifying the partial
amino acid sequence of the purified enzyme, which was the limiting step. Thereafter,
from the beginning of the 1990s when methods of expression cloning and PCR cloning
with degenerated primers were employed, several novel GT genes were detected each
year. It became obvious that GTs can be classified into several subfamilies which contain
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Figure 1.3 Progress in the cloning of glycogenes (including GTs, sulfotransferases, and
sugar–nucleotide transporters). Filled columns indicate the cumulative number of glyco-related en-
zymes reported during the past two decades. Open columns indicate the number of novel enzymes
reported in each year. Reprinted from [24] with permission from Elsevier.

well-conserved sequence motifs. Based on this knowledge and the increasing availability of
gene sequences and the development of appropriate bioinformatics searching algorithms,
the in silico identification of GT genes could be successfully applied [21, 22]. During the
middle of the 1990s, the number of newly reported GT genes began to increase significantly,
reaching a peak in 1999 (Figure 1.3). This was due to the substantial increase in sequenced
genes and the ease of finding new GT genes by homology searching using well-known
BLASTN searches. The number of newly identified GT genes began to decrease gradually
after 1999 to only five by August 2006, suggesting that mammalian GT gene cloning seems
to be approaching its completion. During the past two decades, more than 180 human
glycogenes have been cloned and their substrate specificities analyzed using biochemical
approaches [23, 24]. The current status of knowledge compiled for these human GT genes
and their links with orthologous genes in other species is summarized in the GlycoGene
database [22].

As demonstrated for the identification of GT genes, the application of classical bioin-
formatics tools and also the use of genomic databases had and will continue to have a
significant impact on the rapid development of glycobiology research [25]. The same is
true when searching for all lectins with similar binding affinity for a specific carbohydrate,
which was also significantly accelerated through systematic analysis of gene sequences for
the corresponding sequence motifs [26–29].

However, the use of (bio)informatics in glycobiology research has to be divided between
those applications where an explicit description of the glycan structure is required, and
those where the proteins to which carbohydrates are attached, the enzymes which build and
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modify carbohydrates, or the lectins which recognize a certain sugar epitope, are analyzed.
The latter type of applications can be performed using well-known bioinformatics tools such
as sequence alignment techniques and attempts to understand the evolutionary relationships
through phylogenetic analysis. Where an encoding of the carbohydrate structure is required,
however, for example when looking at carbohydrate specificity of a lectin or classification
of the glycome of an organism, classical bioinformatics approaches cannot be directly
applied.

1.3 Intrinsic Problems of Glycobiology Research

Glycobiologists have to deal with several intrinsic problems, making their research difficult
and time consuming, as well as ambitious.

1.3.1 Carbohydrates Have to Be Analyzed at Physiological Concentrations

The first major challenge is to develop highly sensitive analytical methods. Since the
biosynthesis of complex carbohydrates requires a variety of enzymes, which have to act
in a defined and consecutive way, there are currently no methods available to amplify
glycans readily in the sense that DNA is amplified using polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
techniques. Consequently, highly sensitive analytical methods have to be applied, which
are able to detect the small amounts of material found in cells. The chapters on experimen-
tal methods will discuss the central analytical methods – mass spectrometry, HPLC and
NMR – which are used in different areas of glycobiology to identify glycan structures.

1.3.2 Complexity of Glycan Structures

The second major challenge lies in the complexity of glycan structures: each pair of
monosaccharide residues can be linked in several ways, and one residue can be connected
to three or four others (giving branched structures). The information content which can be
potentially encoded by glycans in a given sequence is therefore high. The four nucleotides
in DNA can be combined to give 256 four-unit structures, and the 20 amino acids in proteins
yield 160 000 four-unit configurations. However, the number of naturally occurring residues
is much larger for glycans which have the potential to assemble into more than 15 million
four-unit arrangements.

Although oligosaccharides potentially carry this high capacity to store biological infor-
mation, only a small part thereof is actually used in nature. A recent analysis of the KEGG
glycan database [15] containing 4107 unique glycan entries [30], which consist of nine fre-
quently occurring monosaccharides (glucose, galactose, mannose, N-acetylglucosamine,
N-acetylgalactosamine, fucose, xylose, glucuronic acid, and sialic acid) showed, that only
302 (54%) of the 558 (nine monosaccharides, two anomers, 31 substitution possibilities)
theoretically possible disaccharides appear in the database. Furthermore, while an enor-
mous number of reaction pattern combinations are theoretically possible, only 2178 of these
combinations actually appear in the database. These numbers suggest that the structural
diversity of glycans is indeed large, but that the combination of reaction patterns which ac-
tually exist in a given cellular environment is limited by the availability of the glyco-related
enzymes which build and modify the glycan structures.
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1.3.3 Structural Heterogeneity

The third major challenge is the structural heterogeneity and “fuzziness” of glycans.
Glycoproteins normally exhibit various glycoforms when isolated from cells and tissues
[12, 31, 32]. Often several tens of different glycoforms for a given glycosylation site have
been identified. Analytical techniques and also databases and bioinformatics applications
have to cope with this phenomenon. Non-stoichiometric modifications to position and
amount of chemical substitutions are another unique feature of complex carbohydrates,
which requires the development of new concepts to analyze, encode, and handle, for exam-
ple, the statistical occurrence of sulfate groups at specific positions in glycosaminoglycans
such as heparin and heparan sulfate [33, 34].

1.3.4 Multivalent Interactions with Proteins

Glycan-binding proteins mediate diverse aspects of cell biology, including pathogen recog-
nition of host cells, cell trafficking, endocytosis, and modulation of cell signaling [35].
However, the assignment of biological function to carbohydrates in recognition events is
complex because individual glycan structures exhibit only very weak interactions with a
protein surface. For example, the binding affinity of monovalent oligosaccharide ligands to
their respective viral receptors is rather weak, with dissociation constants (Kd) of around
10−3–10−4 M. This low affinity is in strong contrast to the high Kd values of 10−8–10−12 M
determined for the binding of complete virions to cell surfaces [36]. It is widely assumed
that this high affinity is contributed to by multivalent binding of the repetitive virion surface
carbohydrate-recognizing proteins/receptors to repetitive oligosaccharide structures on the
cell surface. Unlike protein–protein interactions, which can be generally viewed as “digital”
in regulating function, glycan–protein interactions impinge on biological functions in a more
“analog” fashion that can in turn “fine-tune” a biological response. This fine-tuning by gly-
cans is achieved through the graded affinity, avidity, and multivalency of their interactions.

1.3.5 New Insights Through Highly Sensitive Analytical Techniques

Much of the increase in a better understanding of the versatile regulatory role of glycans
in life can be credited to improvements in existing, and the development of new, highly
sensitive analytical techniques. The details of the current status of the analytical techniques
will be discussed in detail in the chapters on experimental methods. Here, an especially im-
pressive example will be briefly described, where the combination of modern biomolecular
and analytical techniques was used to provide detailed insights into the molecular basis of
the receptor specificity of the 1918 so-called Spanish flu.

It is well known that infection with viruses and bacteria often starts with specific
interactions with glycans on the surfaces of host cells. For example, the host specificity
of influenza A virus infection is mediated by the viral surface glycoprotein hemagglutinin
(HA), which binds to host-cell receptors containing glycans with terminal sialic acids.

The impact of influenza infection is felt globally each year, as this disease develops
in approximately 20% of the world’s population. The 1918 “Spanish” influenza pandemic
represents the largest recorded outbreak of any infectious disease, causing about 20 million
deaths. At the end of the 1990s, an American research team was able to detect fragments
of the viral genome in lung samples taken from the body of an Inuit woman victim of
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the pandemic buried in the Alaskan tundra and a number of preserved samples taken
from American soldiers of the First World War. Using modern biomolecular amplification
techniques, the entire coding sequence of 1701 nucleotides for the viral surface HA was
amplified in 22 overlapping fragments such that the sequences for matching primers could
be confirmed [37].

The HA of influenza virus mediates receptor binding and membrane fusion, the first
stages of virus infection. The sequences found for the 1918 HA did not reveal any charac-
teristics that were obviously responsible for the extreme virulence of the 1918 pandemic.
Independently, two research groups succeeded in growing crystals of the 1918 HA and
analyzed its binding properties [38, 39]. The carbohydrate recognition of influenza virus
HA is highly specific: whereas human viruses infect epithelial cells in the lungs and up-
per respiratory tract which have �2,6-linked sialic acids on their surfaces, avian viruses
preferentially bind to �2,3-linked sialic acids [40]. This slight structural difference in the
recognized sugar epitope obviously prevents a spread of the influenza virus infection across
species. Analysis of the binding specificity of the highly virulent 1918 influenza virus HA
using the glycan array of the US Consortium for Functional Glycomics (CFG) revealed a
clear preference for �2,6-linked sialylgalactose motifs [41]. Glycan microarrays are a rela-
tively new and highly specific technology that allows rapid determination of glycan-binding
protein interactions and specificities.

Subsequently it was shown [42] that a single amino acid substitution in the 1918 human
influenza virus HA – Asp225 to Gly – changes receptor binding specificity from an HA
which preferentially binds to the human �2,6-sialylgalactose motif to one which binds both
the human �2,6- and the �2,3-sialylgalactose motif of the avian cellular receptors. Mutation
of a further single amino acid back to the avian consensus – Asp190 to Glu – resulted in
a preference for the avian receptor. Thus, the species barrier, as defined by the receptor
specificity preferences, of 1918 human viruses compared with likely avian virus progenitors,
can be circumvented by changes at only two positions in the HA receptor binding site.

A combination of highly sophisticated new techniques revealed that the HA of the
1918 influenza virus might be more like that found in avian influenza than was previously
thought. Usually, avian influenza strains do not affect humans directly because bird-adapted
HA proteins are not able to bind well to human receptors. Until very recently, it was thought
that to make the leap to humans successfully a bird strain must pass through an intermediate
animal that contains both bird and human receptors, such as a pig. The new findings suggest
that minimal changes in the receptor binding domain of an avian HA may have been enough
to broaden its binding targets to include the major sialic acid receptor expressed on human
respiratory epithelium.

Modern molecular biology techniques and highly sensitive analytical tools have helped,
80 years after its outbreak, to give some new insights into why the 1918 influenza virus was
so devastating. Additionally, glycan microarray technology has been proven to have the
ability to detect rapidly strains which have the potential capability to cross species barriers,
a major goal for worldwide influenza surveillance [43].

1.4 Carbohydrates as a New Frontier in Pharmaceutical Research

Except for sulfated glycan heparin [44], which belongs to the class of glycosaminoglycans
(GAGs), synthetic carbohydrates have not been widely used as therapeutics. One obvious
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reason is that complex carbohydrates are difficult to synthesize. The recent development of a
(semi-)automated oligosaccharide synthesizer greatly accelerates the assembly of complex,
naturally occurring carbohydrates and also chemically modified oligosaccharide structures
(mimetics) and promises to have major impact on the field of glycobiology [45, 46]. Syn-
thetic carbohydrates and glycoconjugates will be more readily available for broad use, and
will advance the study of their roles in biologically important processes such as inflam-
mation, cell–cell recognition, immunological response, metastasis, and fertilization. Tools
such as microarrays, surface plasmon resonance spectroscopy, and fluorescent carbohydrate
conjugates to map interactions of carbohydrates in biological systems are available [47–49]
and can be used to evaluate systematically the binding specificity and strength of naturally
occurring carbohydrates and also mimetics thereof.

1.4.1 Carbohydrates in Drug and Vaccine Development

Bacteria, viruses, and parasites are the major agents leading to disease. All cells in nature
are covered with a dense and complex coat of glycans. A wide variety of pathogens initiate
infection by binding to the surface glycans of host cells. This is not surprising as cell-surface
glycans are the first molecules encountered by pathogens when they contact potential host
cells or their secretions. Outer, terminal glycan sequences such as those carrying sialic
acid residues are even more likely to be preferred targets, as they are the first residues
that pathogens encounter. Examples of disease in which cell-surface glycan recognition is
involved include influenza virus infection of the lung and upper respiratory tract, erythrocyte
invasion by the malaria parasite Plasmodium falciparum, Helicobacter pylori infection of
the stomach, and intestinal diarrhea caused by the toxin of Vibrio cholerae.

In the case of influenza virus, as described above, infection is mediated by the viral
surface glycoprotein hemagglutinin which binds to host-cell receptors containing glycans
with terminal sialic acids. Surface binding is followed by penetration of the cellular mem-
brane. Complex glycans are involved in cellular adhesion, internalization, and the release of
newly formed virus particles, all of which are of high interest for preventive medicine and
drug design. Highly potent inhibitors of the viral enzyme neuraminidase, which facilitates
release of progeny influenza virus from infected host cells, have been designed with the help
of computational chemistry methods using 3D structures of the enzyme. The neuraminidase
inhibitors mimic the form of sialic acid seen in the transition state of the enzyme reaction,
the cleavage of terminal sialic acid residues from glycans. Neuraminidase inhibitors have
been shown to be effective against all neuraminidase subtypes and, therefore, against all
strains of influenza, a key point in epidemic and pandemic preparedness. These new drugs
have great potential for diminishing the effects of influenza infection [50, 51].

Glycoconjugate vaccines provide effective prophylaxis against bacterial infections.
However, only a few vaccines have been developed by chemical synthesis of the key
carbohydrate antigens. In Cuba, it was demonstrated that a conjugate vaccine composed
of a synthetic capsular polysaccharide antigen of Haemophilus influenzae type b (Hib)
elicited long-term protective antibody titers [52, 53]. This demonstrates that access to syn-
thetic complex carbohydrate-based vaccines is feasible and provides a basis for further
development of similar approaches for other human pathogens [54]. Hib was the leading
cause of bacterial meningitis in many parts of the world before the introduction of conju-
gate vaccines. The use of vaccines against Hib in developing countries is expected to be
an important tool for the reduction of vaccine-preventable morbidity and mortality among
children less than 5 years old.
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About 40% of the world’s population live with the risk of contracting malaria. Although
only about 1% of all malaria cases are lethal, malaria continues to claim the lives of over
two million people annually. No viable vaccine candidate has been developed for malaria.
Glycosylphosphatidylinositol (GPI) anchors are a class of naturally occurring glycolipids
that link proteins and glycoproteins via their C-terminus to cell membranes. The malarial
parasite Plasmodium falciparum expresses GPI in protein anchored and free form on the
cell surface: the GPI constitutes a toxin which is implicated in the pathogenesis and fatalities
of malaria in humans [55]. Recently, it could be demonstrated that mice vaccinated with a
synthetic GPI glycan conjugated to a carrier protein produced anti-GPI antibodies and had a
greatly improved chance of survival upon infection with P. falciparum. Between 60 and 75%
of vaccinated mice survived, compared with 0–9% of sham-immunized mice. The parasite
levels observed in the blood of the vaccine and control groups did not differ significantly,
thus indicating that the synthetic GPI glycan conjugate serves as an anti-toxin vaccine [56].

1.4.2 Carbohydrates Play a Key Role in Many Diseases

Many diseases are caused by disruption of regulatory and control mechanisms within a
particular organism. For example, a DNA point mutation may result into a single amino acid
replacement in a protein, which may completely change or obliterate the function of the
protein. Such mutations may occur in somatic cells of adult individuals, or they may be in-
herited, resulting in inborn defects, such as congenital disorders of glycosylation (CDGs) –
defects in glycan biosynthesis, lysosomal storage diseases – defective glycan catabolism,
and von Willebrand disease. Cancer and some autoimmune diseases, such as rheumatism,
are other examples of diseases caused by failure of the organism’s regulation and control
system. Cancer is associated with changes in glycosylation of proteins exposed on the outer
cell surface. Therefore, monitoring of temporal changes in glycosylation has potential as
a diagnostic tool and as a prognostic indicator. Furthermore, cancer cell-specific complex
glycans may also serve as targets for tissue- or cell-selective delivery of agents that can
kill tumor cells.

In addition to the effects of altered glycan biosynthesis/catabolism in disease, complex
carbohydrate epitopes play key roles in allergy and immune reactions against parasites. They
are also of great significance in xeno-transplantation, where species-specific carbohydrate
structures can be recognized as non-self and promote tissue rejection. On the other hand,
synthetic manipulation of glycosylation patterns is being used to advantage in the biotech-
nological production of recombinant therapeutic glycoproteins; for example, an increase in
the number of sialylated glycans on erythropoietin (EPO) increases its serum half-life [57].

An emerging area of research is so-called metabolic oligosaccharide engineering, the
goal of which is a biosynthetically altered cell-surface repertoire through the introduction of
unnatural sugar residues into cellular glycans. Such engineered cell surfaces are extremely
useful systems for studying biochemistry and cell biology in a broad range of contexts,
such as cell–cell interactions.

1.5 A Short History of Databases and Informatics for Glycobiology

It can be expected that the rapid evolution of glycomics, including glycan array technolo-
gies, will result in very large data collections that will have to be organized, analyzed,
and compared, requiring standards for structural representation. The development and use
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of informatics tools and databases for glycobiology and glycomics research has increased
considerably in recent years; however, it can still be considered as being in its infancy when
compared with the genomics and proteomics areas. The intrinsic factors which make the
development of informatics for glycobiology and glycomics a challenging task have been
described above. However, there is a general consensus within the community of glycosci-
entists that the availability of comprehensive and up-to-date carbohydrate databases, and
also efficient software to retrieve and handle the data, will be a prerequisite for success-
fully conducting large-scale glycomics projects aimed at deciphering new, so far unknown,
biological functions of glycans. Here, a short overview of the history of databases and
informatics for glycobiology will be given.

1.5.1 The Early Days: CarbBank

Before information technologies were available, it was a rather time-consuming task to
cope with all structures of complex carbohydrates detected in nature, which were published
in various journals using different ways to describe structural details. Normally, only a few
specialists in the field could successfully access the available knowledge. When digital
documentation systems and search engines were introduced into science during the 1980s,
it was recognized that this new technology could also be very useful for encoding and
retrieving all published glycan structures using a language which was well understood by
glycoscientists. In light of this, the Complex Carbohydrate Structure Database (CCSD)
[58, 59] – often referred to as CarbBank according to the retrieval software used to access
the data – was established in the mid-1980s, the main purpose of which was to allow the
user to find easily all publications in which specific carbohydrate structures were reported.
The CCSD was developed and maintained by the Complex Carbohydrate Research Center
of the University of Georgia (USA) and funded by the National Institutes of Health (NIH).
The need to develop CarbBank as an international effort was clearly recognized and resulted
in worldwide curation teams responsible for specific classes of glycans. During the 1990s,
a Dutch group assigned NMR spectra to CCSD entries (SugaBase) [60, 61]. This was the
first attempt to create a carbohydrate NMR database that complemented CCSD entries with
proton and carbon chemical shift values.

For a variety of reasons, including disagreement on the best ways to integrate the CCSD
into the growing bioinformatics environment and the need to provide more user-friendly
tools compatible with new, Internet-based approaches, the funding for the CCSD stopped
during the second half of the 1990s. In a letter sent to the provider of CarbBank in 1998,
I wrote concerning the infrequent use of the database: “One rather obvious reason for
this situation is that carbohydrate data collections only rarely exhibit cross-referencing
to other available data on the net. CarbBank uses efficient algorithms to provide rapid
access to references following the input of a query expressed in terms of the carbohydrate
nomenclature. Unfortunately, only pure bibliographic information such as authors, journal,
and title are displayed, but not abstracts. Using modern Web techniques, it should be rather
straightforward to send a request to the public WEB-Medline (PubMed) and provide elegant
access to abstracts. One of the big disadvantages of essentially all carbohydrate Web
applications is that there are no annotated and/or cross-referenced implementations, which
allow glycoscientists to find important data for the compound of interest in a compact and
well-structured representation. Most carbohydrate applications on the Web are designed
to answer just one special question.”
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Unfortunately, CarbBank was not developed further and, beyond 1996, the CCSD was no
longer updated. An attempt to transfer responsibility for updating the CCSD to a volunteer
team of glycoscientists around the world obviously failed. Nevertheless, with 49 897 entries,
which correspond to 23 118 distinct glycan structures, the CCSD is still the largest publicly
available repository of glycan-related data. All subsequent open access projects initiated at
the beginning of the new century made use of the CCSD data.

1.5.2 Beyond CarbBank

The collapse of CarbBank was extremely frustrating, especially for those who were involved
in this international venture. There was very little support for renewal of the project, as the
bioinformatics field – concentrating at that time on the sequencing of the human genome –
completely ignored the potential of carbohydrates as a repository of biological information.

A small informatics oriented group of scientists at the DKFZ (German Cancer Re-
search Center) in Heidelberg, initially interested in elucidating the conformational space of
complex carbohydrates, first put forward the imperative to develop informatics for glycobi-
ology as an independent sub-branch of bioinformatics. This group also realized the need to
make the CCSD entries publicly available using modern Internet-based tools and to cross-
reference the glyco-related data with proteomics and glycomics information. These ideas
led to the development of the GLYCOSCIENCES.de [62, 63] portal and the EUROCarbDB
(www.eurocarbdb.org) project.

At the beginning of the new century, when the gap between encoded and published
glycan structures became obvious, several companies started to provide commercial access
to glyco-related data, which they extracted from the literature. However, due to limited
commercial success, most of these services stopped. The Australian GlycoSuite [64], the
only one of these services that survives today, is willing to provide academic users with
free access to the data they have extracted from literature.

1.5.3 Glycomics Initiatives – a New Stimulus for Glycoinformatics
Development

An important stimulation for glycoinformatics development was the establishment of the
Consortium for Functional Glycomics (www.functionalglycomics.org) in 2001. This was
the first large-scale project that clearly emphasized the need for informatics to manage
and annotate automatically the vast amount of experimental data generated by glycomics
research. The development of algorithms for the automatic interpretation of mass spectra –
a severe bottleneck that hampers the rapid and reliable interpretation of MS data in high-
throughput glycomics projects – is critical for all glycomics projects [65]. This is still the
most active area of software development, where various primarily experimentally oriented
groups have been developing software solutions and algorithms to solve their specific
scientific questions.

Another important step was the integration of glyco-related biological pathways into
the schemata of the first ‘classical’ bioinformatics initiative – the Kyoto Encyclopedia of
Genes and Genomes (KEGG). Subsequent development of associated databases for glycan
structures led to the KEGG GLYCAN [16, 66] approach, which elegantly established
the connection between glycan structures and the knowledge of enzymatic reactions to
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build the glycan structures. Additionally, the KEGG group made significant progress in
applying bioinformatics algorithms to the tree-like structures of glycans for comparison
and alignment, to develop similarity scores, and to establish a global view of all glycans
belonging to related pathways (see also Chapter 7).

As a consequence of the increasing interest in glycomics research, various new databases
were started in recent years (for examples, see the link list at www.eurocarbdb.org/links/).
Among these, the EUROCarbDB project (a distributed bottom to top initiative for primary
experimental data), the Russian Bacterial Carbohydrate Structure Database (aiming to cover
all known structures produced in bacteria), and the Bioinformatics for Glycan Expression
initiative (development of glyco-related ontologies) of the Complex Carbohydrate Research
Center are the largest ones. In general, the development of glyco-related tools and databases
can be described as a small but fairly active field of research.

1.5.4 The current situation

The current situation in glycoinformatics is characterized by the existence of multiple
disconnected and incompatible islands of experimental data, data resources, and specific
applications, managed by various consortia, institutions, or local groups. These resources
rarely provide communication mechanisms that would permit the widest advantage to be
taken of these data by allowing their combination and comparison. However, approaches
to link the distributed data have been conceptually worked out and examples are already
being implemented. The collaborative spirit recently exhibited by all of the major glycomics
initiatives will significantly help to overcome the current unfavorable situation. This positive
spirit has recently led to an important milestone, the agreement of an XML standard format
for the exchange of glycan structures (GLYDE-II) [67].

None of the existing initiatives has the capacity to fulfill completely the goal of CarbBank
at the beginning of the 1990s, that is, to provide comprehensive access to all published
carbohydrate structures. In particular, the existing initiatives do not have the worldwide
resources to fill the gap of published glycan structures that were not included in CarbBank
after its termination in the mid-1990s.

It is likely that the tendency to set up local databases designed to support specific
areas of research in glycobiology will continue in the near future. The existence of a
centralized glycan structure database would substantially increase the ability to annotate
and cross-reference local data with other bioinformatics resources. Offering clear guidelines
describing the minimal requirements of data exchange formats, which are required for
databases to communicate with each other, will hopefully lead to strong interconnections
and compatibility among glycobiology and glycomics databases.

1.5.5 The Future

It is clear that there is an urgent need to develop databases and informatics for glycobiology
and glycomics. The developments in glycomics will produce an enormous amount of data
and there is a need to cut across multiple datasets to understand fully the structure–function
relationships of complex carbohydrates. A critical component that will facilitate this pro-
cess is a bioinformatics platform to store, integrate, and process the recorded data, to
condense them to information and knowledge. Several statements of international scientific
institutions underpin this direction:
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� The European Science Foundation has published a statement Structural Medicine: The
Importance of Glycomics for Health and Disease (see www.eurocarbdb.org), which
emphasizes the need to develop glyco-related databases further.

� In September 2006, the NIH organized a workshop, Frontiers in Glycomics. The
workshop was the largest meeting focused on the development of databases and
informatics for glycomics and glycobiology. A white paper was compiled which set
priorities for the most important steps to develop the field [67].

� The outcome of this meeting was, on the one hand, an agreement to accept a standard
exchange format for glycan structures called GLYDE-II, and on the other, a list of the
most urgent needs – top priority is a centralized, comprehensive, and highly curated
carbohydrate structure database.

� The European Strategy Forum for Research Infrastructures (http://cordis.europa.eu/
esfri/) published a roadmap emphasizing that “modern science is inconceivable with-
out recourse to well structured, continuously upgraded (. . .) and freely accessible
databases (. . .). The bioinformatics infrastructure (. . .) will continue to expand, re-
quiring successive investments for major upgrades, and will remain the depository of
biological information for as long as we now can foresee.”
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